REMOVABLE
WALLPAPER
AVAILABLE

TRADITIONAL
WALLPAPER
AVAILABLE

€67.20

PER ROLL

WALLPAPER REPUBLIC

Ninti Tjuta Removable Wallpaper
This aboriginal peel and stick wallpaper is a rendering of a dreamtime story, intricate in its nature and reverent
in its story. Lines weave and meander north and south, east and west. A unique and authentic removable
wallpaper that is clean and simple to install and removes quickly and easily, leaving no residue on the wall.

To determine whether Removable Wallpaper is the right choice for your project, please ensure you read through our
FAQ’s prior to ordering.

See spectacular photos of real installations by interior designers and everyday people on our Instagram. It will
inspire and encourage you to turn your interior dreams into a reality.

Made to order. Ships in 3-4 days.

ROLL DIMENSIONS
PATTERN REPEAT

24" (61.5cm) x 10ft (3m)
28.7” (73cm)

Straight Match

PATTERN MATCH

Pre-trimmed Butt Join

FINISH
CLEANABILITY

Washable

USAGE

Domestic

GOOD LIGHT FASTNESS

STRAIGHT MATCH

WASHABLE

WALLPAPER REPUBLIC

The risk taking Wallpaper Republic Collection is a unique community of artists, illustrators, designers and
photographers from around the world. Their individual skills are showcased in designer wall coverings that
challenge the traditions of wallpaper with breathtaking and exciting results.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

At Milton & King we have a huge range of removable wallpapers for you to choose from whether you’re
decorating your hallway, living room, bedroom or dining room we have a self-adhesive wallpaper to suit your
style and budget! Our exclusive wallpaper collections are produced using a high quality base with all the
precision and care you would expect from a industry leading wallpaper manufacturer. Created to pack an
interior design punch, our self-adhesive wallpapers are unique as they are exclusive. Combined with superior
customer support and quick delivery times throughout European Union.

Our removable wallpaper panels can be reused and are easy to remove – ideal for renters and temporary
installations.

Please ensure that you order the correct amount as we do not guarantee that tiles printed in different batches
will match exactly
Butt join for ease of installation
Material: matte, polyester wall fabric

Clear, low-tack wall adhesive backing
Green Guard Certified Inks. Non Toxic, No VOCs. No PVC safe for use in home, health, hospitality and schools
Washable with mild soap and water
Made to order; Ships in 3-4 business days
Installation – Please refer to our detailed guide on how to install our peel & stick wallpaper. Every order also
ships with a detailed set of instructions.
How to determine the number of wallpaper panels you need

1. Measure your walls – make sure you have an accurate measurement in inches of height and width of the
portion of the wall you’ll be covering. Sometimes it helps to draw a rough sketch to use while you do your
calculations.
2. Determine the number of panels you’ll need across your wall. Our removable wallpaper panels are all 24″
wide. Once you have the width of your wall in inches, take the width and divide by 24. This will give you the
number of tiles that you will need horizontally. Remember to always round up!

